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For those of you who don’t know me, I have been around for a many decades and
have been a quester of Light and Truth forever… I have seen a lot of people in my
practice and have done more workshops and met many attendees than
(retrospectively) I should have. Regardless of these facts, I am still not really
equipped to judge whether or not someone is on their Spiritual path based on their
physical attire. Frankly if I did that, it might prove that I was on “a” path but not really
a spiritual one. I can share with you however what many Spirit questers “could” have
some common attributes, which I have observed over the decades.

Years ago my kids went to school at a Rudolph Steiner School – or in the US they
are called Waldorf Schools. It was sincerely wonderful for many reasons and my
children just adored it. In those days, I incorrectly assumed that everyone who took
their kids to a school like this would be on some kind of soul journey. Many mothers
and students arrived daily in tie dyed outfits right down to their socks or in the case
of the men, with beards and loose fitting shirts. Most of the children ate carefully
constructed diets and were not forced to brush their hair.

Many of the parents never swore or shouted and certainly didn’t allow the kids to
watch TV or play with plastic toys. Was this a code? Do these outward
appearances make for an honest quester of truth? Is it possible that in all “this”
external manifestation of what “is spiritual” that true connection to Spirit COULD be
nothing external at all? This was a silent question I had created for myself to answer.
I desired to understand the authentic journey of waking up.

I asked the question to myself, “Is it possible that some folks might be “doing”
spiritual not actually living Spiritual?” Regardless of this my responsibility was and is
to my own path. I found that my life of comparison and self deprivation was
potentially what was keeping me from my innate and unquestionable connection to
Spirit. While attending some of the workshops over the past decades I also noticed
a vocabulary or terms and phrases that were used to “connect” to other attendees
within the workshop. It gave the workshops an energy of unification.

Perhaps this was another code that would demonstrate that the people within the
group were “spiritual” while others with a different vocabulary, attire or
understandings were actually not even deeply soulful.

Recently it seems that there are many who have discovered mediation. It seems to
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be a catch phrase…”i meditate therefore this-or-that works for me”. Maybe it does
make everything better…but it isn’t guaranteed. Personally I have mediated since
the 1970′s so that surely must make “me” spiritual. in this there may be another
opportunity for a form of superiority or perhaps another separation between us and
them in this statement. And still many, are students of yoga and they look terrific
because of it.

They have chosen another devotion to demonstrate their connection to soul matters.
Some do not eat meat or are vegan. Some rise as the sun peeks over the horizon
and never let a harsh word or alcohol pass their lips. These practices are great for
them and are potentially great offerings to the lives of the individual but does it
automatically make them Spiritual? Perhaps is it just another rule to live by; a way in
which to externalize who we want to be.

The examples I give are not what makes for a Spiritual person, these are great
examples of a Soul-filled practice and naturally have some merit in the lives of the
individual who is doing “this” practice. Certainly it doesn’t automatically make for
enlightenment,awakening or even a spiritual quester.

I have met some of the most authentic seekers of truth in odd and glorious places.
Some are farmers in Wyoming, or ex-priests, some swear and smoke cigarettes
while others meditate and do yoga. Some of these souls have done more
workshops than they should have done and some have sent their kids to the local
public school while others Stenier schools. They are all beautiful authentic souls
who are beloved and are beacons to the world, regardless of their politics their attire
or religious backgrounds. I am not here to judge their journey I can only share with
you what I have experienced while in the presence of them.

A spiritual person, a quester for Truth, is not nessasarily an external demonstration
in the physical world in other words we all look extremely different to each other. It is
hallmarked by a soul who is courageous and has surrendered to “the call” that is
within them. These dear ones are willing to find something that makes them feel
good and using the soft authentic energy of “feeling good” they commune
compassionately with their world. It is allowing that homing pigeon, which is your
Spirit’s energy, the opportunity to fly home to roost. It is a willingness to stop the
story of collapse or victim and move into the universal spaciousness of awakening
through every single moment, either simple or hard, to find something that makes
them delight in their world while faced with adversity. It is a willingness to silence
their mind in the world of noise and find “the still small voice”.
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